Ministry of Foreign Affairs, released a list of focal media and real sources mining, to sensitize the communities on hot news on various governance issues from the perspective of accountability.

Timeline of Governance Response to the crisis

1. The Millennium Development Goal (MDG) focused all the efforts of the Nepali government and its international partners in the development of the country. The project, whose implementation period is covering the period from 2000 to 2015, was financed by the World Bank.

2. The government has taken over the responsibility of providing electricity to the people of the country. The government has set a target to provide electricity to all the households in the country by 2024.

3. The government has continued to implement the “Learn & Earn” Program in Kibbutz Alumim, an area near the Israeli-Gaza Strip borders. The 17 students from the “Learn & Earn” Program have been reportedly injured while two of them are in serious condition.

4. In order to maintain the peace in Israel, the government has deployed military forces to the border areas. However, the tense situation in Israel remained tense with continued confrontations between the Israeli and its neighbors.

5. The Nepali government has decided the Nepal flag to be hoisted at all national and international events. The flag has been hoisted at all the events of the government and its citizens in the affected areas anxiously await a resolution that will ensure their safety and well-being. The MoFA has stated that the bodies of all the deceased will be brought to Nepal as soon as possible.

6. The government has continued to implement the “Learn & Earn” Program in Kibbutz Alumim, an area near the Israeli-Gaza Strip borders. The 17 students from the “Learn & Earn” Program have been reportedly injured while two of them are in serious condition.

The Nepali government's response to this crisis has been closely monitored, and a BELENE team of experts has been monitoring the situation and making valuable recommendations. The Himalaya and its citizens in the affected areas anxiously await a resolution that will ensure their safety and well-being. The MoFA has stated that the bodies of all the deceased will be brought to Nepal as soon as possible.